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VIRGINITY.
Like sunlight on a windy mountain side;
Or, on a height, snow-bathed in summer air ;
Or like a drifting cloud, serene and fair;
Or a white leaping fountain's royal pride
That scatters radiant gems on every side—
The nameless charm of beauty that these wear,
Undimmed by sorrow, never worn by care,
Is the sole dower of my girlish bride.
This clings to her, this sits upon her brow,
Perfumes her lips, shoots from her earnest eye,
Clothes her slight form, and gloves her warm white
hand ;
Methinks it makes an angel of her now,
As in the free air fearless cloth she stand,
It has no name but pure Virginity.
— Elward Rose in the Academy.
WOMAN AND HO3IE IN OUR COUNTRy.
Read at the Anniversary of Washington's Birthday.

BY M. H. P.

g

HERE stands in the Capitol, at Washington, a
representation in marble of Lincoln. When the
eager throng, on the day on which it was unveiled,
looked upon it as it stood instinct with life, and admired the faultless workmanship, not one among a
thousand gave more than a passing thought to her
whose hand had wrought it. No one saw the weary
toiler, no one knew her hopes and fears, nor could one
have felt the rapture that filled her, when she realized
that her hopes had found their full fruition.
In the world's drama people in general are attentive
spectator.- ; scene by scene is eagerly scanned, but they
never know what is behind the curtains. N.ttions lie in
bondage or are torn by party strife ;—some man flashes
out from obscurity, takes his position at the head of
affairs, and changes anarchy into peace and liter; v.
History is replete with such examples. Men look wit h
ever-increasing admiration upon a people rising: to a
place among the greatest ; they notice the men through
whose ability she has gained her ascendency, but here
their curiosity is at an end.
It were superfluous to assert that we h lye a country
of which we are proud. Pitiable, indeed, is the man
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who has not a love for the land, wherever it be, which
has nurtured him, whose skies have been his canopy,
whose hills and plains have been his play-ground in
childhood, his battle ground in graver years. If, in
our egotism, we ascribe to this land a little brighter
halo of glory than that which has encircled other
nations, let us look more closely than do superficial observers at the causes of our prosperity. Immediately
there come before us, in stately array, Washington,
Randolph, Jefferson and Franklin, and, following them,
1Vehster, Clay and Sumner. Noble as has been their
work, they have not been the arbiters of our country's
destiny. Single handed, men cannot uphold the State.
Generals are not the only requisites in war. Even the
adjudged invincible conqueror had been helpless without his guard and others who were proud to die for
their emperor. Not these illustrious ones alone, but
men of little merit and of poor position have been elements of our growth—men who have fought in obscure
places on obscure battle fields, who have abided by the
laws, and who have upheld the authority of those above
them. The Emancipation Proclamation had bed n a
mere conglomeration of words, a useless article of no
avail, had not the millions of our land sanctioned and
sustained it. It cannot be denied that our liberty has
been maintained and our free constitution preserved
by the virtue and intelligence of the citizens alone.
There remains, then, but one question for us to ask :
What are the sources whence these have been derived?
Our reply is—that the chief factors have been homes
and home influences.
When the man whose name we are proud to honor
to night—not so much for his military genius, not so
much for his statesmanship as that he was true in the
hour of greatest need, that his patriotism was unselfish,
that his character was perfectly rounded,—when this
man was receiving the plaudits of the nation his mind
went back to the old home in Virginia, and he
acknowledged that he owed much of NVIIA he was to
his mother. She would not, perhaps, have "passed muster" in some fashionable banqueting hall, but she was
a true woman. She taught him as a child to restrain
his passions ; she inculcated in him neatness, promptness and system, and gave him the example of her own
good sense and sound judgment, and she taught him
what she knew of books, laying the foundation of the
education which enabled him to grapple so successfully
with the questions he was to meet in public life. What
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she did for him, women, to a leis or greater degree,
have been and are doing for their sons throu!rhout the
laud. Never sculptor chiselled spotless marble with
more untiring zeal than that with which mothers are
moulding the characters which are the hope of America.
The true mother has taught her son to conquer himself, and what is his duty to his fellows, his country, his
Creator. She has inspired in him pure motives, and
taught him that as a Mall he must carry his rules of
honor into his business ; that his vote, and every measure and man he supports, h:tve a bearing not. only upon
himself, but upon this and future generations. Men
may possess the gift, of greater oratory, may soar in
loftier flights of imagination or dig to profounder depths
of knowledge, but there is a delicacy of discernment of
good and evil about a woman's teaching, through which
her influence upon the character of sons cannot be replaced.
You have seen, perhaps, in your rambles, a place in
some rocks where the continuous, unceasing dropping
of water has worn an indentation in the solid adamant
where a mighty avalanche has rushed madly by without leaving any impress of its course. Great speakers,
from whose faces and lives shine their wealth of wisdom and knowledge, are inspirations, but their effect is
to a gre..t extent fleeting, and passes away too often
with themselves; but the influence of home and mothers
has its greatest efficiency in the fact that it is enduring.
Are we giving women too much of importance, too
exalted a position in the matter? What was the condition of France when the missing word in the French
language was not needed ; when there was no sacred
hearthstone ; when the places where families dwelt together had lost the sacredness of true homes? Were
the anarchy and political disorganization. not attributable in a very great degree to the entire disregard of all
the laws which make the name "home" a synonym for
purity? Was not one the outgrowth of the other?
The peerless Madame de Steel never more clearly displayed her wisdom than in the reply she gave to Bonaparte, when he asked her how he could best promote
the happiness of France. He.r words were, "Educate
the mothers of the French people." What is it that
keeps heathen lands in the darkness in which they are
enveloped? Were it possible to educate their women
intellectually and morally, a few decades, we think,
might witness another America.
0 woman ! You whose restless spirit would seek an
opportunity to be something and to display your
powers to the world, your mothers have not lived less
and your sisters are not living less because, perchance they have not given flaming oratory to the
world from public stands, or because their voices have

not been heard in the deliberations of those who have
made the laws of the land !
The Creator lives in the modest, blushing flower, in
the tiny rivulet, the shifting clouds, the towering hills,
the refreshing showers or the sweeping hurricane.
These are the only image we have of Hi ►.. The brightest jewels that deck this fair laud, which spreads out so
magnificently from ocean to ocean, are not the magnificent buildings that attract the traveler's eye, not the
massive squares, not the works of art in public halls,
not the manufactories with their complicated masses of
machinery, not the rolling plains or snow-capped
mountains or deep rivers flowing onward to the
ocean, not even the august assemblage in the halls of
legislature ; but the pure homes, rich a nd costly and
splendid they may be, or lowly and humble ; because,
through them and woman, by whom their fabric has
been woven, public opinion has been and is being educated; the great curse which hangs over the heads of the
millions of our countrymen is being crushed out, because in so many places where evil might stalk in unblushing boldness it hides its head in shame; because
our laws are better, our country purer ; because of all
these things, the pure homes of our land shine more
resplendent than the most brilliant diamond that ever
adorned the crown of royalty or glittering star that
decked the radiant firmament.

THE STUDY OF BIOGRAPHY
ISTORY, in all its phases, is one of the most interesting and inviting fields for study that present themselves to the student. There is one department of the subject, however, which is too much neglected by us all. It is biography. We are so accustomed to become absorbed in the great events of the past,
that we forget to closely examine the lives and character
of the men who produced them.
There is this peculiarity in the study of biography:
It matters not whether the character is a good or a bad
one, the lesson to be learned is much the same. One
may be benefited by a careful study of even such antipodal characters as Washington and Arnold. One teaches by affirmation, the other by negation. One showing
the beauties of a life well lived, the other standing like
a beacon showing the rocks upon which lire may be
wrecked.
System, everywhere valuable, is nowhere more important than in a study of this kind. It is our object to
present, a brief outline or method which will not only
simplify the work, but will bring about results of greater practical value. Without something of this kind to
aid us in reading the record of the busy lives of public
men to whom this is intended to apply, the mind be-
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comes bewildered before the multitude of facts, and
staggering memory refuses to bear the load.
In the natural order the first thing to be looked after
is the date and place of birth. Although this is interes:iag, and may be considered necessary, it is not of the
highest importance; for just in proportion as a man's
life becomes truly great, so does the exact locality of
his birthplace seem to lose its identity. Although hallowed memories must ever cling around the shades of
Mount Vernon, we hardly think of calling even Virginia the birthplace of Washington, nor vet the United
States, but America. How little of the character of Napoleon do we associate with Corsi c a ! At the very
mention of that name all Europe, with France in the
foreground, stands before us like a picture.
The second and one of the most important things to
be observed, is the character in early life. A careful
study of the early advantages by way of education,
wealth and position, will very much aid us to form a
correct idea of the true abilities and gnius of the man,
while a study of his early habits will completely solve
the problem of his future life. It has been said, " The
child is the father of the man." While this is mainly
true, there are some notable exceptions. As, for
example, the boyhood of Patrick Henry gave but
little promise of the magnificent orator of after years.
One very striking feature is the fact that early wealth
and education seem to have but little influence in elevating the man. Jefferson, Adam: and Sjmner reached
their heights through all the advantages that wealth,
education and position could give them, yet they stand
no higher than Henry, Franklin, Jackson, Lincoln and
Greeley, who fought their way to the toprno ;t round
from the most obscure and distressing poverty. Bat as
to moral character and habits formed, the old proverb
Dever fails. The boy who would not tell a lie even
about a cherry tree grew up to be a man whose flour,
bearing his Mt. Vernon brand, would pass through foreign custom houses and into foreign markets without
inspection. The wise and far reaching statesmanship
of Sumner was but the outgrowth of the habits of the
student Charlie. The matchless oratory of Phillips is
but the true and sure result of long continued training
of the boy, who made it a constant habit never to utter
a sentence in common conversation, or anywhere, that
he would not be willing for the most refined audience
to hear.
The third point equally interesting, but perhaps not
quite so important, is the entrance into pu"i'c life. It is
strange to observe that in many instance the occasion
has been very iniigniff!ant. In the "Parson s Cause,"
a comparatively unimportant lawsuit, as stoop-should..:red, awkward, lazy Virginia youth, who before had
{
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been best known to his suffering creditors, won for
himself a place in the public heart which is seldom attained by any man. The planning of a single fortification gained for Hamilton a popularity which he never
lost. Although the appearance into public view may
be sudden, it is generally the result of long study.
The fourth thing to be considered is the character in
public life. But this is simply to reap the fruit of the
plant which received its cultivation in years gone by.
The man who attempted to basely betray his country
aad oars into the hands of its enemy, was only
the grown up boy who never hesitated to take unprincipled advantage of his youthful associates. The
man who swore "By the eternal, rebellion shall be
crushed," was only the by who in earlier years defied to the last the haughty British officer who treated
}limn, when a prisoner, like a slave. And so it is throughout the list, manhood only develops the principles of
youth, and it is a significant fact that., in nearly every
case, these principles were first taught and impressed by
the mother. Next in order is the . date and place of
death, but of far more importance is it to pause and reflect upon the character just studied. The true end of
all historical study is to teach us how to become better
!nen and women. It. has been said that we are the
heirs of all the ages, but this wealth • of time is of no
value to us whatever if we do not avoid the mistakes
and follow the virtues of those who made the grand bequest. He, who cannot gather from the great page of
the past an inspiration which will m tke his own life
more noble and beautiful, must be a soulless being indeed. The more carefully we pursue this study the
more will we be impressed that the life of every good
man, and of every true woman, is a continual p.:alm of
praise and honor to God, the rich music of which sends
a thrill of inspiration through every struggling soul that
hears it in all the generations which follow.

SOCIETY CRITICS.

c HE great object of our Friday evening societies is
literary culture. How best to reach this end is
the natural inquiry of every one desirous of such attaininent.
The importance of critics in our halls is a common acknowlednent. We are urged to acknowledge them
indispensable when we consider their timely criticisms,
and the benefits that come to us from them. We often
entertain foolish notions of utterance and grace and
say that our individual style is most natural to us, forgetting that there may be very great defects, which long
use alone has made to seem natural. If we are at fault
in this, or if, on the other hand, having a proper ideal
standard of excellence, we are conscious we have not
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attained to it ; if there is a lack of grace in our movements upon the rostrum ; if there are defects in tone
of voice or utterance of words, will we not better overcome these weaknesses by the kindly criticisms from
individuals of good judgment.
This urges the inquiry, what should be the qualifications of our critics? It will be conceded that but few
from our numbers make good critic • ; and, while there
may not be one who in every point is capable of correcting error, yet some are better qualified than others.
There are others who have not only acquired ideas of
what is proper, but along with this an inborn knowledge of excellence. The folly of placing in this capacity
one whose vocabulary is so limited, and whose knowled<re of .pronunciation so defective that he must resort
for words in ordinary use to Webster before he can be
positive in his criticism, is evident. Or suppose one is
made a critic whose knowledge of how a selection
should he rendered is so limited that he has no settled
opinion ; could there possibly any good come from his
criticisms? What we need are positive critics, whose
opinions are the results of careful observation and
based on authority and experience ; who know
whether the piece requires spirit or scarcely any animation; whether the features should have a settled
look of calmness or have a joyous expression ; such
should he their qualifications, and such the individua:s
whom we should be careful to elect.
The spirit in which criticisms are rendered determines largely their benefit to the performer. While it is
the duty of the critic to strictly note all faults in a performance, and while we believe he should not hesitate
to refer to any defect, yet we do believe that his criticism should not cause the one at his mercy to despair
of ever preparing a performance that will be appreciated. In short, critics ought to be acquainted with the
different temperaments, and know just what to render
in each case. Some must be almost abused with directness before they will heed, while. others are more sensitive, to whom anything more than a few hints would
do injury.
Why not have the work divided among the critics so
that each may have some distinct feature of the performance to criticise. Say that one were appointed to
observe the movements of the body, such as ease of position, gesticulation, facial expression ; another to observe the treatment of subjects and quality of voice ;
and the third to note the pronunciation of words ;
would we not be better aided in reaching the desired
culture ? Is it not more than one can well do to take
note of all to be corrected in a speaker, and is it not
reasonable to suppose that the exercises would be criticised more to the point, in these several particulars,

each one gave his undivided attention to some special
feature of the performance? Would it not do away
with the complained of monotony, and create a greater
interest among all the members of society, if they knew
that reiterations were no longer to be expected? And
if the members of the different classes knew that there
would be direct criticisms from each critic, according to
his appointment, would not more care be taken in the
preparations and, as a result of this, speedier advancement be made by the individual performers, and our
society meetings become more edifying?
Friendly disposed to whatever method is best, but
strongly convinced that the change mentioned is worthy
of serious reflection, we close this article.

CRITICISM.
BY W. NV. T.

E ARE all critics, born with an innate desire to
remodel and rebuild. Even when infants, in
our nurse's arms, we emphatically object to the tender
care and soft caress of baby life. To us, as youths, the
whole universe seems out of repair, and the -Supreme
Being would be surprised at our grand ideas of reconstructed chaos. When manhood comes, things suit its
better, but still religion, law and customs need the
mighty hand of our genius at the helm. Old age finds us
in that blissful state of unconcern that long years 'of experience bring. Then we become content with the present and the future, letting loose our fault-finding spleen
only upon the past, criticising ourselves alone for. the
neglect of opportunities which the perfect play of
divinity gave to us, and which we used not. Thus it is,
and ever will be throughout man's life. We must
criticise and be criticised ; we must "pluck" and be
"plucked," or our lives seem lost of half their zest.
We work with our mightiest effort that our work ninV
stand the blows of others, and we strive to pull down
the result of other's labor, that by their faults our own
may be repaired. The strong laws of criticism are as
potent as the mighty sceptres of kings, and although
they wield a different, yet they wield as powerful a
sword to govern and direct man's deeds. So we should
never fail to advance ourselves by right, unprejudiced
study of other's work, whether it be for compliment or
detriment. Neither ought we ever to be ashamed of
our work as to fear the just criticisms of earnest, honest men, whose praise or censure is always well-merited,
and who have for an aim their own and the public's
good. Such men should we take for models, and to
such freoly turn our labors for "weal or woe, ' knowing,
which ever it may be, a future good will come to us.
Of such men the world has few. They are far outnumbered by the thin, vaporous beings who, with
little learning and less thought, call themselves critics
of art, literature and morals— ► en who, w ith th e boldness that ignorance always gives, have blasted many a
budding genius, turned backward many a bright, ambitious life, and thrown up barriers to the world's advance
that centuries cannot o'erstep. Let us beware t hen,
in our struggle to be wise, we become not one of
them. Let us be critics, but honest ones, reaching no
further than our ability will touch, steppint , no higher
than our knowledge may go. Let its criticise ourselves
mainly, and ever remember that it is better to be able
to create something that will stand the test of critics,
good and bad, than to idly and unreasonably tear to
pieces others' work. 'Tis wise men build, but fools destroy.
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WE have received one suggestion in response to the
invitation in our last issue and thank the author for
the kindness. The suggestion will be acted upon as
far as it is possible, and we hope it may suit our readers
and increase the interest in the paper. The CAMPUS
must be self-supporting. If all Neill help by their subscriptions and in other ways, we can greatly improve
the paper. We would like to have it said that we issue
from old Allegheny as good a paper in every respect as
any of our sister colleges. But the board of editors
alone cannot accomplish this.

, WE wish to suggest to the members of the college the
propriety of patronizing the business men who take a
special and active interest in the college. We can surely obtain what we wish as cheaply of them as of anyone. They show their interest in us in various ways,
and it is but fair that we return the compliment. In
our advertising columns may be found the cards of
many who have aided us much by their support, and
have made it possible to issue the CAMPUS. We hope
that our readers will respond to their liberality by
dealing with them.
WE did not think it advisable to say anything in reference to the late unpleasantness, but lest some of our
readers may have gotten the idea that the action of the
senior class was taken just for the sake of opposing the
will of the faculty, or, in college language, just for the
sake of kicking, we will say that there is not, and never
has been, any such desire on the part of the present
senior class. When the names of the ladies were
dropped from the roll the class took a position which
they believed right, and did so because they believed it
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right. The advisability or propriety of their action is
not within our province to criticise, if criticism is needed. Time whole matter was immediately arranged with
entire satisfaction to all parties, and we think we are
safe in saying that there is no inclination upon the part
of any to cherish anything but the kindest feelings.
CANNOT something be done this spring in the direction of cleaning and beautifying the College Campus?
A little expense each year would soon materially change
the appearance of the grounds. The natural advantages are great, and there is lacking only the care and improvement which should be given. Among the things
that should receive immediate attention is the pond
which is honored by the name of " Lake George." At
present it can lay no claim to the name of that beautiful sheet of water. Its location is good, and if thoroughly c:eaned and properly improved, would add a great
charm to the campus. At pl'esent it cannot but be an
offensive sight to all. A few rustic seats and bridges
some neatly laid out walks, and the removal of the
brush in certain places, would do much to improve the
looks of the campus. We cannot expect all the
improvements desired to be made in a single
ye .r, but there certainly ought to be a yearly appr mpriation for th s purpose. Cannot the proper auth.mrit ies furnish some examples of "Aesthetic Science"
by beautifying the campus?
THERE has been some talk about another comic declamation contest this year. There surely is no reason
why this practice should not be kept up and become
one of the marked entertainments of the year. It furnishes a change from the other literary exercises of
collie ,, z.e life, and breaks up the monotony which is apt
to follow the constant repetition of one class of exercies. We think that all can appreciate more fully the
other entertainments which may occur in the regular
lines of college work for having attended such an exercise. The proceeds can be used in many ways which
will insverially aid the cD'Ilege. One object, which is
most worthy, would be to finish paying for the electrical
instruments which were lately added to the apparatus,
The lectures, which i; \\ expected would amply pay
for them, were not sufficiently patronized on account of
the weather, so that there is quite a deficiency. Doubtless there are many who would care but little to attend
a lecture and would gladly attend such a contest. We
hope that, this project may be carried forward, and that
even greater success may crown the effort than last year.
THE orgaiiization of a dru El corps was noticed in our
last issue. We arc glad that the enterprise has been so
successful. The credit is largely, if not entirely, due to
the efforts of Major Webster. The corps is now under
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instruction and is making, rapid progress. The battalion, since its organization, has labored tinder several
disadvantages, and not the least of these was the lack
of anything to aid in marching. Two years ago a single
drum was purchased, but for the most part the Thep,"
"hep," Thep," of the officers alone guided the steps of
the battalion. Now, with a well-drilled drum corps and
some bugles, we shall expect a corresponding improvement in the appearance and movements of the cadets.
A new interest seems to be manifested in this department, and, if only a suitable armory could be guaranteed for use by cold weather next fall, and the present or some other suitable arrangement made in reference to the substitution of studies, the future of the
military department would be assured. Is there not
some one who will see that the armory is forthcoming
and ready when needed next year ?
THE question sometimes arises in the minds of students, "Do not the professors foster cheating ?" Strange
as this inquiry may seem to some, it must be admitted
that they sometimes do. Still, we would not for a moment think that it is intentional on their part, neither
would we suggest that the students should be watched
as if criminals. We think the general plan pursued in
many of the best institutions of learning, i. e. of treating the students like men and women, is the proper
one.
It is nevertheless a fact that some will take advantage of the confidence reposed and prove themselves
void of genuine manhood. But more than this, we
think that by various means the teachers may indirectly and unintentionally favor and furnish opportunity
for cheating, and so strongly tempt those who have before resisted. This is done by extremely long lessons
and a rigid system of recitation. Lessons so long that
it is impossible for the average student to thoroughly
master them are given, and he must either cheat or
fall behind. Again, things are given as lessons with the
avowal that they are not expected to be retained in
memory. The idea is very apt, and we think justly, to
suggest itself to the student's mind, that there is surely
no use of learning a thing for the sake of immediately
forgetting it, so he proceeds to use various means of
escaping what he believes a useless task. And again,
a teacher is careless or heedless, and the student finds
that it is possible to refer to his books without much
danger of detection. So by mere thoughtlessness a
teacher may make his recitation an exercise in deceit.
How can this be remedied? Not by a harsh, close system
of spying. We doubt whether a system can be devised so severe but that the pupils can find some way
to evade it. We believe it can be remedied to a great
extent by removing temptation as far as possible, by

not setting a premium upon this deception, by giving
lessons such as a student of ordinary ability can properly master, by giving a reasonable chance to attain
perfection in recitation, by not trying to burden the
mind with useless memorizing, and by aiding in every
reasonable way the one who is trying to do honest
work.
Timis time it is a writer for the January number of the
Wabash who has an opinion to express upon the much
vexed question of fraternities. The article referred to
occurs in the literary department and was probably
published for its rounded periods and sounding rhetoric. It can have but very little influence over anyone
who is in the least acquainted with fraternities. Speaking of the fraternity system it says: "It is a sign of progress when a college like Yale abolishes her fraternities. It is a sign that fraternities have long ago outgrown their influences. It (the system) is hollow to
the core—is all appearances and nothing reality." And
so proceeds to berate and destroy the cause of its wrath.
We will make but a quotation or two. It says, "Then
what earthly, or unearthly, good does it do a man?
Granted that the majority of men in a chapter are not
enemies,"— One would think it the aim and practice of
fraternities to collect all the discordant elements in a
college and call it a brotherhood. Bat, sir, you labor
under a great mistake.—"does it follow that they should
meet once a week and do what? What is done at these
meetings that last till twelve o'clock at night? Olt ! ye
men of independence and free thought. Ye know that,
away down in your secret soul, there is a voice which
saveth, 'Lo! this is vanity.' Shake. off the fetters, shake
off the ineambrance and come out from among them."
The question the author asks contains the key to time
whole matter, "What do they do?" He would like, no
doubt, to know. However, we fear he will never gain
the information. It is a fact, which we think every
fraternity man will corroborate, that what is done and
how the time is passed is but very little, if any, of an
outsider's business. Fraternities have their objects and
advantage, and these objects are legitimate and do not
in any wise interfere or molest any one, or abridge the
rights and privileges of manhood. The author shows
the densest ignorance when he makes his statement that
the system is hollow and a sham, and that away down in
the i-oul of every fraternity man there is a voice which
saveth "this is vanity." As far as sinking off the fetters,
etc., thank you, we had rather not. We happen to be
slightly acquainted with one of these antiquated orders
and frankly say that he need not rave. In our judgment, he will find the fraternity system still able to
make quite a lively corpse. We do not believe that ;ill
of the fraternity men who have entered active life and
who are now in various colleges, are hypocrites or
scoundrels. Such they must be if this system is such
as is described by some. A man is worthy of no confidence whatever who, after, su !tt an orig tniz ttion and finding it a injury and nvickery, will turn
around and try to get others to join. If any mu c c ouHit
to know w hat good or injury these socie:ies he it mo
assuredly is the one who has seen the workings both
secret and ope..1.
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A °MANCE.
A wintry night, the moon shines bright
The stars look down with clear cold light.
A vast expanse of snow and ice
A coasting hill all smooth and nice.
A hooded maid with scarlet mits,
A fur-lined cloak with rubber "tips."
A college youth in ulster long
A polo cap and moustache brown.
A bob of latest manufacture
With rope and wood of finest texture.
A maiden seated with much grace
An arm around her slender waist.
A rapid 'bob' to the foot of the hill
A crash, a plunge, a general spill.
A moustache close to a scarlet cheek
A triumphant youth, a maiden meek.
A disregard of the wintry weather
"Say, shall w.e bob through life together ?"
A glance from the dewy eyes half wet
"If I were sure we wouldn't upset."
Who carried away the cutters?
What has become of the college orchestra?
Dr. Bugbee's son, little Lucius, is recovering.
Harry says Columbus came over in the Mayflower,
and he can prove it.
One of our boys think the best way to gain friends
is to room at the ladies' home.
A student in Horace thinks the words Pone meum est,
should be translated "It is my poity."
Dr. Bugbee, who has been unwell for the past three
weeks, has again undertaken his duties.
Dr. Bugbee carries the beautiful cane which lie cla s
of '80 presented him on his fiftieth birthday.
We haven't heard anything about he inter-society
paper lately. Has the project been given up?
The revival meetings are still held in the chapel, increasing interest being manifested at each meeting.
The young gentlemen who left the hall last month
are pleasantly located in the Bunce mansion.
We are waiting patiently for that Junior entertainment which the class promised so long ago.
Some of our students had better study their English
spelling, as it will soon be time for those examinations.
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Several students have enjoyed the luxurious sensation which the measles impart. They have all recovered.
Class in Political Economy, Prof.—"Mr. D. please re- •
peat the golden rule." Mr. D.—"In the beginning--"
Prof.—"Next."
The literary societies are at present indulging in very
warm political excitement in regard to their respective
representatives.
Class in Physical Geography.—Mr. R. seeing a barometer hanginp. on the wall. "Prof. is that what regulates the weather?"
No more free excursions to Andrews' store. This
will relieve the students of the necessity of seeing their
friends off on the train.
The young ladies of Hulings Hall have established a
new departure in the way of entertainment, which is
cer:adnly very entertaining.
An amusing telegram was received from a number of
the cadets while absent, stating that they were "not at
church" on the Sabbath they were absent.
Great excitement prevailed among the cadets on the
day of the departure of the troops for Washington.
The college battalion escorted them to the train.
The following scene was recently enacted at the door
of the First Methodist church. Young cadet, "May I
have the pleasure of your company this evening."
Young lady, "Not this evening ; some other evening.
Good evening."
As an excursion train was recently starting from the
depot, a small student was seen going through the cars
with his handkerchief at his face, trying to flirt with the
girls. A portly old lady seeing him , said : "Don't cry,
bub, your mother is in the next car."
A student recently went into a barber shop to get his
hair cut. While leaning against the wall, waiting for
his turn, he was accosted by an urchin who asked him
how much he would take for his job. He said : "Do
you see anything fresh about me?" "Yes," said the
young Arab, "that paint you are leaning against."
A large number of students went to Washington to
attend the recent inauguration of President Garfield.
All report having enjoyed the trip very much. They
were detained about an hour at the wreck of the returning train which contained the Presidential party.
Many brought pieces of the wrecked cars with them.
Three festive students, desiring the additional glory
of hairy lips, bound one another by a solemn compact
to apply no lather until gentle spring had spread her
cloak of living green over the much wintered earth.
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As the downy capillaries extended from their labial
epidermis, courage failed. Messrs. K. and M. could not
rail-her so they repaired to the solitude of their rooms
and with the aid of scissors and glasses—magnifyingremoved them from the gaze of the scoffing world.
The recent anniversary of Washington's birthday,
held in the college chapel, gave abundant evidence of
the patriotism of the students, both gentlemen and ladies. The chapel was elaborately decorated with the
natio: al colors, while on the rostrum stood an American eagle guarded by stands of arms, and overlooked by
a large engraving of Washington. The performers did
both themselves and their respective societies ample
justice. The programme was interspersed with very
entertaining music. After the performance closed, a
social concluded the evening's entertainment.
Saturday evening, Feb. 26th, 1881, Chapter Alpha, of
the Delta Tau Delta Fraternity, held its third annual
banquet or pow-wow at the Commercial Hotel, in this
city. It is called a pow-wow from the fact that the
Deltas are called "Choctaws," and the fraters were all
in full Indian costume. Many of the alumni were
present. At t ,na o'clock they sat around the table and
thoroughly discussed an excellent bill of fare. Then
the big chief called upon the visitors for speeches and
the time was passed very pleasantly with stories, fraternity songs and jokes, until the hour of 12 o'clock,
when they returned to their chapter room, and with
many hearty hand-shakes were dismissed, each feeling
that it had been good to be there.

RESOLUTIONS OF CONDOLENCE.
When a man is about to launch his bark on the tempestuous waters of an unknown sea, it is cus;-omary for
his friends to bid him an affectionate farewell. Now,
since our brother and classmate, E. W. Peck, has had
the moral courage to be the first of our little band to
lay down the yoke of single blessedness_ and take up
the complicated regalia of matrimonial felicity, and
WHEREAS—We, the members of the Ju dor class of
Allegheny college, believing and knowing that life is
only a definite combination of heterogeneous changes
and sequences,
Resolved—That we, the members of the class of '82, do
collectively and individually tender to you our heartfelt sympathies and congratulations and hope that your
matrimonial bark may glide down the stream of time
undisturbed by a single ripple that would ruffle the
serenity of your earthly voyage. Quamparn sidere pul-

Odor. hli sunt, to levior cortice, et improbe iracundior
Hadria. Tecum vivere amem. Tecum obeam libem.
J. K. C.
M. F. C. I Com.
M. E. D.

Personal.
G. W. Ready, '58, is teaching in Sedalia, Mo.
C. T. Newlon, '76, is residing at Coleville, Pa.
Jack Watson is visiting friends in Pittsburgh.
C. H. Bruce, '79, has received license to preach.
J. S. Stewart., '73, is practicing medicine in Pittsburgh.
W. A. Davidson, D. D., '47, is preaching in Cleveland.
Rev. R. M. Freshwater, '67, is stationed at Salineville,
0
Rev. C. W. Darrow, '69, is preaching at Sharpsville,
Pa.
S. P. Douglass is pastor of the M. E. Church at Lyona,
N. Y.
C. A. Ensign, '80, made us a short visit a few days
since.
E. AV Peck, '82, closes his school at Harmonsburg in
a few days.
Miss Boice is teaching a large class in elocution in
Franklin.
N. H. Holmes. '70,
of Westfield, N. Y.

pastor of the Methodist church

Prof. Tingley has returned from Ohio where lie has
been visiting friends.
W. M. Beyer, '79, is successfully coati:lin:1g his leg_ ail
studies in Tyrone, Pa.
Prof. J. H. Montgomery will deliver a lecture at
Hartstown on the 18th inst.
S. E. Ryan, '82, has been holding a successful series of
revival meetings at Salem, Pa.
Miss Emma F. Merchant, '81, has been making a
short visit at her home in Corry, Pa.
Miss Jennie Haven is teaching elocution in Washington Female Seminary, Washington, Pa.
Miss Ida M. Tarbell, '80, is still teaching with remarkable success in Union Seminary, Poland, 0.
S. T. Robinson, formerly a student in college, is now
attending Duff's Business College in Pittsburgh.
A. H. Siggins, formerly of '82, is doing thorough work
in the study of the law with the firm of Dodd & Lee,
Franklin, Pa.
Will C. Bear and James Doughty, both members of
class '79, were admitted to the bar of Crawford county
on the 24th of February.
D. B. Heiner, '79, recently visited particular friends in
town. He expects soon to be admitted, but is still pondering lex scripta in Kittanning, Pa.
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Miscellaneous.
THE LOOM OF LIFE.

An exchange calls an examination "a lively game of
cribbage."

All day, all night, I can hear the jar
Of the loom of life, and near and far
It thrills me with its deep and muffled sound,
As the tireless wheels go always ro .

a Beloit Senior.

Busily, carelessly, goes the loom,
In the light of day, and the midnight gloom ;
The wheels are turning early and late,
And the loom is wound in the warps of fate.

"My son, nut away that ball. Do you know where
the wicked boys who play base-ball on Sunday . go?"
"Yes'in; they go clown by the- fair grounds."—Ex.

Click ! click ! There's a thread of love wove in ;
! click ! Another of wrong and sin.
Cli
What a checkered thing this life will be
When we see it unrolled in eternity!
Time, with a face like mystery,
And hands—as busy as hands can be—
Sit at the loom with its work outspread,
To catch in its meshes each gleaming thread.
When shall this wonderful web be done ?
In a thousand years, perhaps, or o tc ;
Or to-in grow ! Who knows? Not you, or I—
But the wheels turn-on, and the shuttles fly.
Alt ! sad-eyed weaver, the years are slow,
But each one is nearer the end I know,
And some day the last thread will be woven in,
G RI grant it be love instead of—sin.
Are we spinners of wool, for this life web—say ?
Do we fur,,ish the weaver a thread each day ?
It were better then, oh ! my friend, to weave in
A beautiful thread, than a thread of sin.
—L. L. Philasophian Review.

Good breeding is a letter of credit all over the. world.
The class of '81, Cornell, will graduate over one hundred members.
The effect of music on a man should be to strike fire
from his soul.—Beethoven.
Chords that vibrate sweetest pleasure
Breathe the deepest notes of woe.—Burns.
Hon. A. D. White, now IL S. Minister at Berlin, will
resume his former position as President of Cornell next
year.
hour things grievously empty : A head without,
brai n, a wit without jinignient, a heart without honesty, and ;t purse without money.—Bishop Earle
A book in which English idioms and slang phrases
are compared with the Chinese mode of expressing the
same ideas, is soon to appear. The author is Kong-KiChin, of the Chinese Educational Department, Hartford, Conn.

R. S. V. P.—" Real shun variety performance," mused
The Emperor of China has seventy wives. A tempest in the family tea-pot would break China.

A young lady, whose name is Mellie Badd, caused
something of a sensation the other evening when the
servant announced her at the door as " Miss Smellie
Badd."
When one of those terrible body-snatchers was arraigned in court he declared to the judge that there
must he some mistake, for he had done -nothing but
"rescue a fellow-creature from the grave."
Mr. Vennor, the "weather man," is a graduate of the
Department of Applied Science in McGill College, Montreal. If the M.!Gill College can do it again, to prove
that it wasn't accidental, it will have a run of business
si n in.

The senior Greek professor, in his lecture to the
juniors the other day, speaking of the marriage of
Venus and Vulcan remarked that "the handsomest
women generally marry the homeliest men," adding
grimly : "There's encouragement for a good many of
"What is the worst thing about riches?" asked the
Sunday School Superintendent. And the new boy in
the class under the gallery, who only came in last Sunday, stood up and said, "Their scarcity." In his confusion the superintendent, told the school to rise and
sing; "Don't be weary, children."
A Yale Courant alle.2es that a Senior, who is dissatisfied with his photographs, has been sending them
around to his friends with the following remarks written on the back : Errata.-1. Imagine more expression
in the eyes. 2. Imagine smaller nose. 3. Think of my
natural vivacity in place of the dullness here. 4. Imagine moustache.
The iuterior beauty of a soul through habitual kindliness of thought is greater than words can tell. To such
a man life is a perpetual bright evening, with all things
calm, fragrant and restful. The dust of life is laid, and
its fever cool. All sounds are softer, as is the way of
evening:, and all sights are fairer, and the golden light
makes our enjoyment of earth a happy preparation for
heaven.—F. W. Faber.
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In comparing the number of pupils studying the dif
ferent languages in the Chautauqua School of Languages during the Summer of 1880, a significant fact was
revealed. The class in Greek numbered thirty-six ; in
fifty-two ; in Ardo-S.Ixon and Shak,perian literature, sixty-one ; in French, sixty-seven ; and in German, ninety-seven. It shows the tendency of the ace
when left unrestrained by prescribed college curricula.
A query—
Little Jack Horner
Sat in the corner,
Devouring Limburger cheese.
He fastened his gripper
On a lively old skipper,
And said : "What the thunder are these?"

Exchanges.
Vick's Floral Guide, James Vick, Ro -,:hester, N. Y., is
upon our table ; the illustrations are very fine.
The New York Weekly Herald is an excellent paper
and gives us each week a column of general college
news.
Always welcome is the Trinity Tablet; its new board
of editors assume control, and consequently there are
some new ideas. Its whole appearance is bright and
cheery.
We agree with the Northwestern exchange editor
that it was unfortunate that he was sick at that time for
no well man would ever have written such a column as
this first issue contains. But it was very in' eresting to
us to know just how you were afflicted. We hope you
are better.
Lasell Leaves forms an admiral contrast to some of the
papers edited by young ladies. No "flippancy" or lack
of dignity, but each page thoughtful and with a certain freshness and originality which is most charming.
After reading one of Miss Parlo's Saturday's, we are
much inclined to wish that we were a "Lasell girl" and
and learning to cook.
The College Courier with its pleasant manners is always an agreeable visitor. It says, "That quaint old
sentiment so often in autograph albums, 'There is
nothing original, save original sin,' contains more than
one grain of truth. It is a short, terse answer to the
question 'is there any such thing as originality ?'"
ter discussing the question it almost comes to the conclusion, "There is nothing new under the sun."
The Southern Collegian for the last month contains
much excellent matter. The first article upon "'Meditations," is good. An article upon "Contentment"
closes with this: "Then shun content, if you wish to

prosper, as the devil does holy water; and bear in mind
how great an ill it is to be 'shut up in measureless content." We presume the author is an advocate of "divine di . c -mtent." We think the poem in the present
number is a little too long, as the subject "That Striped
Thomas" would not attract many readers and the space
devoted to the poem might be filled with much more
valuable material. Same good jokes in "Riff-riff," and
some others require a long look to see the point.
One of the handsomest of publications is the illustrated Scientific News, published by Munn & Co., N. Y.
Every number contains thirty-two pages full of engravings of novelties in science and the useful arts, ornamental wood work, pretty vases, and objects of modern
and ancient art are finely shown. The March number
contains, among various other subjects illustrated, a full
description of the manufacture of paper hangings, with
engravings ; how the deceptive curve is produced in
casting the ball by the lagseball pitcher, his attitude,
how he holds and handles the ball, all fully illustrated.
In addition to this it contains many valuable receipts
for artisans and housekeepers. This publication will
b sound instructive and entertaining to all classes, but
will be best appreciated by the most intelligent.
The Clionian has been lately added to our list of exchanges. We were glad to see it, as our brother exchange editors have had ranch to say about it, and the
diversity of opinion that has prevailed gave us a desire
to review it for ourselves. The principal thing that
seems to have attracted the attention of the gentlemen
is the terrible fact that the names of the editors alltend in le—but "what's in a name?" There are some at
tractive points in this paper, but some of the departments are open to severe criticism. In the literary department there is a lack of freshness and originality.
The subjects written upon are aged and the writers
have failed to put them in new dress. Particularly censurable is the department entitled "Collegiana." The
items thore lack point; to the average reader it is not
very amusing to read that Bess was looking in a German dictionary for a French word,—any careless person could have made that mistake,—or t hat one of the
girls sent for benzine instead of bandoline. We were
pleased when we read that an anti-slang society had
been formed, but our p'casure vanished when we read
it "has fallen through," for in this department there are
entirely too many such expressions as "don't you forget
it," "that yanks the bun," "boss ride." A little more
dignity would give the paper more character. American girls have been charged with flippancy and several
of the papers issued by young ladies would almost justify that charge. "Shear Nonsense" is good and the
arrangement of the paper is also good.
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DUNN,

F. VI 1-77,
Manufacturer and Dealer in Fine

BOOTS

(

Photographs in every style of the art.

C USTOM WORK A SPECIALTY.
964 Water Street,

— —

MEADVILLE, PA.

LITT/ SUE BEA TONS
A Specialty.

OLD PICTURES ENLARGED.
217 Chestnut Street,
Over People's Savings Bank,

MEADVILLE, PA.
C. F. THOMAS.

J. M. ROBINSON.

GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS.
KINNI.Y TOBACCO CO., New York,

ROBINSON & THOMAS,

Manufacturers of the following well-known brands:

Sole Agents of the Celebrated

BUY NO OTHER.
Sweet Caporal, St. James, St. James
Caporal, Caporal
Matinee, [litre Nous. Sports, Ambassador, Union
Club, Veteran, &c.

Day- Sold by dealers throughout the world.

)

-10o-vv Plake Plotnc.
Meadville, Pa.

No. 904 Water Street,

IRVIN &

P. A. LAFFER.

S. N. CALLENDER.

DEALERS IN

FINE OLD TOILET SOAP.

STUCCO, FERTILIZERS,

GOOD TOOTH BRUSHES.

COAL 3 ICE ,
Terra Cotta Ware, Sewer Pipe, Drain Tile, Charcoal, Fire
Brick, &c.

Cor. R. R. and Dock St., — Meadville, Pa.

Elegant Hair and Cloth Brushes.

Always at the Front!
-Y
TONY- BAIRCK
in

Fragrant Colognes and Perfumes.

Importer, Wholesale and Retail Dealer

F- 0}RZIQN AND DO)1Y145TIC

-E_TE

ORANGES, LEMONS. BANANAS, DATES, PINEAPPLES,
FIGS, COCOANUTS, ETC:, ETC.
Cigars and Tobacco, Confectionary, Nut of All Kinds, Fancy
Cak
tc.
Cra ;ke

ICE CREAM AND SODA WATER.
Our ire cream is second to none in the city. It is delivered in our new patent cans, and orders for pic-nics,
parties and families promptly filled.

TONY BARCIKY
907 Water Street.
(First door above Colt House.)

CHOICE TOILET GOODS.

CALLIH:\DIHR & CO.,
DRUGGISTS,
939 Wale/ Street,

207 Chestnut Street.
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W. A. CRAFT.

F. BEACH.

CRAFT & BEACH,

RAYVCI\D & CO,
Dealers in

(Successors to CALVIN & COLE,)
Dealers in all kinds of

Men's, Women's, Misses and Children's

WATCHES, CLOC'(S, JEWELRY,

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Silver and Silver Plata' Ware, Spectacles, &c.

FINE SHOES A SPECIALTY.

Watches, Clocks and 7e-ivelry Neatly leci5aired.

No. 248 Chestnut Sireet,

H.C. E•

MEAD VILLE, PA.

I A gent

,

Manufacturer of and Dealer in

BOOTS AND SHOES
RUBBERS, &C.,
219 Ciestizza Street,

ME, AD VILLE, PA

BJ1(J

HIVE, &c.,

\A/111[10W

Window Coili!ce, Rum Moulding & Picture Frames
MADE AND PUT UP TO ORDER.

MEADVILLE, PA.

BUSINESS CARDS

37; worth Street, Meadville, Pa.
day at home. Saples
m
\youth $5 free. Address
Maine.
$5 to $2 nV per
week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free. AdH. HALLETT
$66 adress
STINSuN & Co., Vol tland,

& CO , Portland, Maine.

$72

,

No. 272 Chestnut St., - Richmond Block,

BOYLES BROS.,
and

Pictiln Frans, Wall Paper

.

J)ELAMATER & CO.,
•

BA K ERS,

Corner Water and Chestnut Streets, Meadville, Pa.

A WE t.K. $12 a day at host easily until e. Costly Outlit
Augusta, Maine.
free. Address TRUE &

DR. G. ELLIOTT,

PEN TZ'S

DEN'ICIST,

ICE CREAM AND OYSTER PARLORS.
Oysters served in every style. Ice Cream made to Di der for
Parties and Picnics.

Parlors Opposite Meadville Savings Bank.
S. S. PENTZ.

2.18 Chestnut Street,

Meadville, Pa.

CYRUS SEE. D. D. S.,
226 Chestnut` Street, Meadville, Pa.
Office hours, 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Sundays, 2 to 3 p. m.

COMMERCIAL HOTEL,
G. B. DELAM ATLIt & CO., Proprietors.
0. B. PAINE, 211anager.

Corner Water and Chestnut Streets,

5;.o_ioBr.4 41. bEALERS , T0fR000:i1007 ii

GOLD M1
'

Meadville, Pa.

ORLD,

OTA(m.vto;E)(PRs4TIQW 1.878.

BOOTS AND SHOES
They all agree on that point, and it is proved that the Shoe
Store on

H. W. DELAMATER'S

ElIC LIVET, Sale Rud Baud Stables,
Near N. Y, P.

CHESTNUT STREET, NO. 232,

0. R. R. Depot,

CHESTNUT STREET, MEADVILLE, PA.

NEXT TO DICK'S BANK,
Sells the best and cheapest Boo's and Shoes in Meadville.

S. SHALER,
Salesman.

Close and Ilalf-Thp Carriages, CoMmercial /Vag-ons, Phaetons,
Tap and Open Buggies, of all kinds.
Elegant Carriage Room, opening on the main street of the city.

